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ABSTRACT 

The Backlund transformation of a class that behaves in a manner similar to that of the Kadometsev-Petviashli is 
derived via the use of .a transformation that couples this class with a modified given class of the same order. Some 
possible conservation laws of the given equation are derived. 

1 - INTRODUCTION 

In [ 2 ] we have seen that if m is multiple root of order four of 
the algebraic equation 

(1-1) 

then the class of nonlinear partial differential equations 

(1-2) 

where ai ( i = 1,2, ... , 14 ) are real numbers and u( x,t,y) is a 
real scalar field defined for all (x,t,y) E R3. 

reduces to the class of equations 

c1uxt +c2uxx +c3utt +c4wxt +c5wxx +c6wtt +c7uxut 

2 2 
+c8 ux +c9 ut +c10uxxxx = uyy 

(1-3) 

where ci , i = 1 ,2, ... , 10 are given interms of aj , (j = 1, 2, ... , 
10 ). The class (1-2) under the condition (1-1) IS called the kp
like class of equations, since it behaves in a manner similar to 
that of the Kadometsev-Petviashli (kp) equation: 

(1-4) 

in the sense that both of them are conservative equations having 
a number of conservation laws in the form 
()!() X+oloT+(Jf(J Y=O Where X, Y and T are 

X t y 

polynomials in the independent variables x, t, y and the 
dependent variable u and the various derivatives of the latter 
with respect to the former. [2,3] Furthermore each of them 
possesses a solitary wave solution of sech2 profile [2]. 

In this work we consider the kp-like class (1-3) and prove that 
it possesses a Baclund transformation which is by definition a 
system of two partial differential equations that generates a new 
solution from an old' one. The derivation of such transformation 
shall be established via the transformation which we are going 
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to derive in the next section. It couples the kp-like class with its 
modified class. For this purpose it is convenient to simplify the 
kp-like class (1-3) acoording to the following lemma. 

Lemma 1 : If m is a multiple root of order four of the 
algebraic equation (1-1) and the coefficients ai ( i = 1 ,2, ... , 14 
) of the equation (1-2) satisfy : 

i) 

ii) 

a5 - (a13 /4a14 )a4 + (a 13 /4a14 )
2 = 0, 

aj (2a5a 2 - a1a 2 ) = a6 (2a3a2 -a~). 

then the class ( 1-1) reduces to the kp-like class in the simple 
form; 

u, +6uu, +6uu, +u,,, +3u,,, +3u,11 +um +3d~1 uYY =0 (1-5) 

where a~ = a I a X + a I at and a~ 1 
is the integral along the 

line~= x+ t 

Proof : Without loss of generality let a5 = a8 , a4 = a7 and 

a6 = a9 , otherwise there exists a nonsingular linear 
transformation on the independent variables x,t,y that 
transforms the given equation to a new one satisfying these 
equations. Now we apply the nonsingular linear transformation 
S defined as : 

S= -m/(1-m) 

0 

-n/(1-n) 0 

1 0 

0 

on the independent variables x, t, and y where, 

Then by direct calculations, the proof of the lemma is obtained. 

Once we have simplified the kp-like class of equations in the 
form (1-5) we turn to derive a useful transformation that 
couples ( 1-5) with the equation : 

Equation (1-6) is called the modified equation of the equation 
(1-5). For this purpose the following lemma is introduced. 

Lemma 2 : If v evolves according to the modified equation ( 1-
6), then; 

2 ~ 

U=-(114)v vx -(l/2)vx -0/2)Vt-(l/2)(); VY 

(1-7) 

10 

evolves according to the kp-like equation (1-5). 

Proof : Since u is in the form (1-7) then by direct caculations 
and making use of the following relations : 

a~1 [~Vx 1y +a~1[v2v1 1y =a~1 [v2v~ 1y 

-rl[ 2 1 2 ::l-1[ ::l-1 1 ::l-1 ::l-1 2 
o~ v v~ y=v vy,o~ v9,o~ vy y=vyo~ vy -o~ vy 

and 
::l-1 -rl ::l-1 ::l-1 ::l-1 ::l-1 ::l-1 
o~ Vyo~ vxy +o~ Vyo~ vyt =o~ vp~ Vg, =vyo~ Vy 

we obtain 

u1 + 6uux + 6uu1 + uxxx + 3uxx1 + 3uxtt + Um + ~1uyy = 

[-(112)v-(112)a I ax- (1/ 2)a I at -(112)~1a I ax1.{[v1 +vxxx 

+3vxxt +3vxtt +vm1-3(112)v2vx +(112)v
2
v1 -vxatvy. 

::l-1 . ::l-1 1} 
-v1o~ Vy -o~ Vyy . 

• 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 

2- BACKLUND TRANSFORMATION 

As has been pointed out in the last section it is convenient to 
consider the kp-like class of equations in the form (1-5), i.e. 

This equation is clearly invariant under the transformation : 
u(x, t, y) ~ u(2x-t, x, y)- A. where A. is constant. So we could 
work with u - A. rather than u. Thus the transformation (1-7) 
reduces to: 

(2-1) 

where the modified equation (1-6) reduces to 

(2-2) 

Now, since equation (2-2) is invariant under the 
transformation v---- v, y ~ -y, this suggests that we introduce 
two functions U 1 , U 2 defines by : 

u1 =A-(1/ 4)Y -(1/2)vx -(112)v1 -(112)<\\. 

~ =A.-(1/ 4)Y +(1/2)vx +(1/2)v1 +(112)(\\ 

for given u and A. . These two equations imply that : 

\ -1 u 1 -u2 = vx -v, -d~ vY, 

u1 +u2 =2A.-(l/2)v2 

Now, inserting the additional transformation: 

(2-3-a) 

(2-3-b) 

(2-4) 

(2-5) 

\ 
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(2-6) 

(where olo 11 =of ox +olo1 +o~
1oloy>· then (2-4) 

and (2-5) reduce to : 

W 1 -w 2 =V, 

-£(\\\ +~x +(\\i +~)t +a;(\\i +~y =2A-(1/2)(\\i-~2 

(2-7) 

(2-8) 

respectively. Equation (2-8) constitutes one part of the 
Bachlund transformation for wt and wz which in turn generates 

solution of the kp-like equation (1-5) via equation (2-6). 
Furthermore, equation (2-2) can be written as 

(w1 -w2)r +(w1 -w2)= +3(w1 -w2).m +3(w1 -w2)xn 

+(w1 -w2)m -(3/2){[(5/4)(w1 -w2)2+(112)(w
1
-w2)x 

+(112)(wl-w2)rl[(wl-w2)x+(wl-w2)rl-[(wl-w2)x 

+(wl -wz)rl~1 (w1 -w2)y +~1(w1 -w2)yy} =0 

(2-9) 

Equations (2-8) and (2-9) constitute the auto Backlund 
transformation for the kp-like equation (1-5). 

3- CONSERVATION LAWS OF A KP-LIKE 
NONLINEAR 

PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 

This section is devoted to the derivation of some possible 
conservation law for equation (1-5) where the nth conservation 
laws of a given differential equation such as equation (1-1) is 
defined in the form 

Where T0 ,X 0 andY0 are polynomials of x, y, t, u and the 
various derivatives of the latter with respect to the former. 

Theorem 1 : The first two independent conservation laws of 
(1-5) have the form 

1) =u+3u
2 

+3u>t +u,,X1 =~ +uxx +3u>t,l') ='3lTi1uy, 

2 
I 2 3 ux 3 2 3 :rl 2 T.=-u +2u +3uu +uu----u --(a~u,) 2 2 xr·-71 2 2x2~)' 

3 u; 32 312 
X2 =2u +uuxx+3uu>t----Ur --(d;uv) and 

2 2 2 ~ . 

Proof: Equation (1-5) can be rewritten in the conserved form : 

a 2 a 2 a , ::rl (3 1) ck[u+3u +3u.,+u11 ]+ cft[3u +u""+3u.,]+ ay[.JO~u)=O -

11 

Hence T1 ,X1andY1 follow and the first conservation laws is 
obtained. 

The second conservation laws can be obtained by multiplying 
(3-l) by u, thus we have 

(3-2) 

Equation (3-2) can be, clearly, rewritten in the conserved form, 
i.e., 

(3-3) 

Hence T 2 , X 2 andY 2 follow and the theorem is proved . 

Theorem 2 : The third and fourth conservation laws of (1-5) 
have the form: 

1 1 1 I I , 2 I I :rl 
~ =2 uq ~· +2~ Ur~ ~· +:xt ~ ~· +~ ~· +~o~ lly 

+u,~l'-ly -ux~· -Ur~·· 

x3 =~~~~tr~~~. +3ti~~~. +~\, +2uxt~~~. +t~rt~~~. 
""'llx~· -Ur~·· 

3 1 2 1 1 3 1.J. 1 2 
l3=2(~~.) -2uq~tr+u +2"'x+ux~tr+2~tr' 

3 I . J. 1 2 1 I 2 1 I 2 '> .. :rl " ;rl 
J4=-u +2"'x-2!lr -2(~~,) +2(~Ur) +.:uo~~tr+~~Ur 

+~~ltlr +~~ltlr +t~rt~ltlr· 

l :rl 2 2 :rl , ;rl :rl :rl X4 =2(a~ Ur) +l.t 0~ Ur +~~ Ur +2uxta~ Ur +t~rta~ Ur 

--llxllr - t{' 
l4 =~~~.-~lllr 

Proof :Multiplying (1-5) by d~ 1 uy , then we have 

Which can be rewritten in the form : 

(3-4) 
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a 1 -1 1 -1 '1 2 I I I 
c/2!ira~ Uy +2a~ U,{Tq, Uy +3u iTq, Uy +u;u(Tq, Uy +2uxrdi, ~ 

I a 1 I I 2 -1 I 
+u,(Tq, Uy -UxUy -u,~)+ cn(2(Tq, U,{Tq, ~ +3u a~ Uy +u.=di, ~ 

2 ;r.I a-1 1 a [ 3 (iT. I 2 1 ;r.1 + uxt ~ uy +u, ~ uy -uxuy -u,uy + ~ 2 ~ uy) -2u ~ U, 

3 1 2 1 2 
-u +2ux + uxuy +2u,]. 

Hence by the definition 1 of conservation laws T3 ,X3andY3 

follow. 

Similarly, the fourth conservation laws of (1-5) can be obtained 

by multiplying (1-1) by d~1 ut 'then we have: 

(3-5) 

then ( 1-6) can be rewritten in the conserved form : 

Again by the Definition of conservation laws it is clear that the 
fourth conservation laws exists and T4 ,X4and~ follow. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 

Received 10 November, 1995. 
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CONCLUSION 

We have established the Backlund transformation for a class of 
two spatial dimensions of differential equations and derived 
four possible conservation laws. It is thought that the class has 
infinite number of conservation laws of the same equation. We 
are now investigating this conjecture and shall report on it in 
the near future. 
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